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Creating the New Dream-2
1995-07-21
Vail, Colorado
Opening meditation by David Hiller
Beloved and holy and only Child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of Light divine, I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph — Jesus, you have
called me. Yeshua you have called me — and it is in great joy that I come to abide with
you this evening in your timing as you have chosen to call me forth.
It is in great joy, your true nature, that I come to abide with you and to remind
you of the joy of the Father that you are. Always, deep within you there is the spark
of remembrance. There is the spark of joy, even times of confusion and chaos and questioning, there is the still small voice that says, “It can’t be all this bad. Indeed, there
must be a speck of joy in here.” And it is true. And now you are coming to claim that
joy to know it in full manifestation. To bring it into conscious realization upon this plane
so that you know the holy Child that you are and that others beholding you will see
themselves.
For all of you are as mirrors for the brothers and sisters and they for you, and
as you acknowledge and return once again unto the place of the heart, the place of joy,
you offer unto them the gift of knowing hope, of knowing love, of knowing the Light of
coming Home. That is your purpose.
How you will bring that into manifestation is individual choice. Seeming individual
choice and yet the one holy Child has decreed before time began that she will remember and that he will come Home. So what you are feeling now, an acceleration, an excitement, a joy, what you are feeling now you have set in motion even before time began.
You have decreed as the holy Child that you are, that you will experience Adventure. Adventure with a capital “A”. Yes, beloved Elder, and that within the grand Adventure you will experience adventures, many of them for the shear fun of it. That is why
you are here, for the joy of it, for the creativity of it and this evening we will speak as
we have been speaking, of creating the new dream.
For indeed, you have been within the dream of the holy Child for what you would
see as lifetimes, aeons of time as you measure time in this point of focus, this belief
system. So you would see that there has been many lifetimes, many adventures and you
have created the dream. A dream within a dream within a dream within a dream. And as
we have spoken some of the dreams have been the joyful ones and some of the dreams
have been as the nightmares.
Now you are desirous of creating a new dream, the dream of remembrance, the
process of awakening. Creating the new dream, the one that you are embarking upon
now, for indeed you are well in process of creating this new dream, will be one of a
short duration because you have decreed that you want to know the totality of Self. You
want to know the Father. You want to know Love in unlimitedness. You want to know the
power of beingness. You want to know the power of creativity.
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So for yet a little while, you will be abiding within a dream, but it is the gentle
dream that brings you to the awakening and it will be of short duration as you measure
time. You are well in process of creating the new dream that brings Heaven to earth.
This has been the desire of your heart, to create Heaven upon earth, to know Heaven
while still expressing with form.
You have called yourselves, you have heard yourself referred to as bridge people,
and indeed you are. You are ones who have desired to bridge spirituality as it is termed,
the wholeness of the holy Child, the creative energy of the holy Child, to bridge that to
creation. Your creation. This creation of form. All that you see around you as creation.
It is not by accident that you have called yourselves bridge people. It is not by
accident that others have called you bridge people, for indeed you are. You are a bridge
person who is bridging the seeming gulf between the Spirit, the energy of Light that
you are and creation that you have brought forth.
You have desired to know creation and with that thought, instantaneously was
born all worlds. Time itself as the belief in process as there would be a beginning, a
middle part, and perhaps a conclusion. This you have said is time. There is a process that
measures time. That is the belief in this point of focus. It is not the belief in other dimensions where you also express and live and move and have your being. But in this
point of focus that you know so well, that you have practiced so well there is yet a belief in process.
So the new dream that you are well in process of creating will be of short duration for you have decreed that you will come unto the place of knowing unlimitedness so
that you will not be limited even by process. But there is yet a time, a happy time. A
time of bringing forth all of the dream of what you have envisioned Heaven to be, and
bringing that forth into manifestation even within your creation of this dimension. Even
as you express with the form known as the body, coming unto that place where you
know, truly realize, bring it into conscious awareness, you know the energy of Light
that you are that activates the form. This will be seen even with the physical eyes, the
receptors of vibration.
Already there are those of you, all of you. All of you so gathered in this room
have the ability and have experienced seeing what are termed auras around another
one. Around another living form even such as a tree, a flower. You have beheld for a
moment or longer the living energy, the Light that activates that form.
Sometimes you have wondered, you have rubbed the eyes and wondered what’s
happening here? Sometimes it has been most fleeting, but you have seen the Light that
energizes and activates all of form and you will see this much more clearly in the days
to come. For as you abide in a state of natural joy, you will allow more and more radiance, Light to permeate the very cells of the body and to come into the physical vibration of this plane so that even the physical receptors known as the eyes will behold the
radiance of each one.
You have already experienced it to some degree as you have seen one in great
joy as they have been happy, laughing, bubbling. You have said to them, “You are radiant
today.” And indeed as you feel that joy you are uplifted. You are radiant. You allow more
of the vibration of the Light that you are to come through, to permeate all of the cells
of the body.
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Conversely, you have felt constriction when you have been in a place of great
worry and great fear. You have felt the form itself constricted. You have walked about
heavily burdened by worries. You have felt the tightening of the muscles, even to the
point where the heart attacks. Know you that is why the heart attacks, because you
are not allowing it to be in joy, to be in the ease of the flow of the energy that it is.
All of you have felt constriction within the body and in those moments you have
constricted the Light energy that you are that has been allowed to permeate and radiate even through the cells of the body. But when you have been in a happy mood, an up
mood where everything has seemed to be right with the world, with your world, then
you have allowed more of your Light energy to radiate through the form.
This is part of the new dream that you are creating upon this plane. It is the
new dream of joy being manifest. Joy of the holy Child coming forth in spontaneity and
in freedom, in love, knowing that she is love and that she has always been loved of the
Father, for you abide in that Love always and you are free. You are free to express the
Light that you are happily, freely. To take off all restraints and to play. Each and every
one of you, to play as the holy Child. To allow the joy, the energy of joy to be fully
known upon this plane and to radiate Light.
What is coming now and it comes quickly is a time known as fifth dimensional energy that will be experienced upon this plane. The energy of Light and the energy of
Love unrestricted Love. How does it feel to be in love? How does it feel?
Wonderful.
It feels wonderful. It feels good. It feels alive. It feels expanded. It makes on
smile. It allows more of the Light to radiate even through the form. In the days to
come which are not far removed from you, you are already in the midst of those days
as you roll down your hill, as you do the somersaults and you allow the Child to come
out and play.
The days to come are days of great joy, days of allowing the Child to know the
energy that activates all of form and to know it happily, freely, not in fear. There have
been prophecies given unto you by other masters in other times, prophecies that were
received in an attitude of fear, of doom, of gloom. You have heard those terms.
The prophecies were given forth because they were called forth by you, by the
brothers and sisters in order to have opportunity of choice. Opportunity to look upon
those messages and to ask, “Is this the truth of my being? Is this what resonates with
me?” And all of you for a moment or longer, allowed yourselves to abide in fear. All of
you out of habitual reaction, played with again the well known feeling of fear. And then
you said sooner or later, “That is not for me. That is not where I desire to abide. That is
not truly my heart.” And you said, “For me and my house,” in other words, “for me and
my consciousness, I will abide in love and in joy.”
The messages, the prophecies that were given forth were not given in fear. They
were received by many in that way, for there is a habitual, very familiar way of hearing
messages. The first way of receiving a message is often one of what possibility of threat
is there in this? How does this affect me? What does this mean to me?
The messenger of fear is one that you know well. It is one that you have called
forth to be upon your stage throughout all of recent lifetimes. Not all of the lifetimes
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for indeed as you expressed upon this plane in what you would call the early times, you
knew yourself to be the Light that activated the form. You desired to know how it felt
to activate your creation and there was not the belief in separation that there is now.
But the holy Child desiring to bring forth creation, created, and having created
then wondered to herself, “What would it feel like to activate, to know consciously that
I activate form?” And with that thought immediately — as you measure time — you were
one with the creation, with the tree. You experienced lifetimes with a tree. Different
kinds of trees. Indeed you do not have just one species, you have many. You are most
creative. You brought forth a multitudinous variety of form, of living form. The trees,
the plants, the tiny insects, the grand dinosaurs, many of the forms that you now read
about in your books and they are called extinct. Other ones that have been called
mythological. Yes they did exist. You brought them forth. They very much existed in your
reality at that time — reality with a small “r”. And you desired to know, “How does it
feel to be a unicorn?”
Good.
Yes, you remember. You remember. You also. All of you. As we have spoken of unicorns, there has been a feeling, a playfulness. A feeling of yes, there would be freedom
to bound through forest and to be connected.
Do you know why the horn is there? It is a symbol, a remembrance of the connection with the source of energy. And yes, the unicorn very much has existed and will
again if you so desire. If you desire to bring forth the unicorn again to play with you, it
will. It will come.
Indeed it is what you would call, in your wings, waiting offstage to be invited, to
be called forth.
How do you invite but by consciousness.
Yes, you are remembering. For as we have spoken of creating the new dream,
creating anything, it comes by invitation. It comes by desire. It comes by intention. It
comes by allowance, allowing it to be in your reality — small “r” — and then with the
faith, the belief, the surrender which says, “Yes, it is here.” With that it comes.
So as you desire to have experience right now in this lifetime with unicorns, you
desire it, you picture it, you create it. You live it, you become one with it.
That’s it.
Yes, and it will manifest right in front of you. Now, will a brother or a sister perhaps to aside of you, will they see it?
It is not their experience.
It is not their experience unless they desire it with the same intensity and belief
that you do. But if they share that with you, you will see the unicorn as well. You will
have a whole host of unicorns in this room. They are right now, if you will receive it.
Anything that you want to manifest sit with it in the heart. Desire it. Get to know
it. Get to know it intimately. Visualize it first. How does it look? What would it feel like?
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What does the physicality feel like? What do the energy patterns feel like? Become one
with whatever you will manifest and it will manifest. That is how you manifest everything that you see in front of you. You have called it forth out of the energy that you
are. You have called it forth out of your creative energy.
May I ask another question on that?
Yes.
You said if I really want to be with the unicorn I can, but she might not notice it?
Yes.
What is the difference between manifesting a physical beast and manifesting
physical things that everyone sees?
There is an agreement, ones who are in family, in resonance, in alignment, in collective consciousness it has been called, of ones who accept within the point of focus a
certain belief that this is the reality that I now experience in.
All of you in this room so gather, have a collective agreement that you see a
certain physicality of the carpet, of the chairs that you are upon, of the lighting, the
bodies of ones next to you. Know you that in another point of focus you would not behold the bodies. You would behold Light blobs, blobs of energy. Light blobs, other forms.
You would see consciousness. This is coming in your days to come very soon, that
you will see, yes, you will see form as you focus upon form, but you will also see the
consciousness of that one. You will see the energy of that one. And you will see it fluctuate as to how joyous that one feels, how creative that one feels. You will be able to
see it in vibrational energy known now as the colors, the vibrations of colors for it will
be received by the physical receptors and interpreted as colors. So that you will look
upon one who is in a state of peace, and that one’s color will be most beautiful blue,
very pale blue, beautiful.
Another one may be caught up in a dynamic energy and that one’s hue will be
more of the red tones. You will be able immediately as you behold one to read where
they are abiding in that moment. Even now you do that. Not so much by the physical receptors of the eyes but you do that in picking up the vibrations of one. For when you
walk into a room and you are with one you can feel whether they are happy or
whether they are concerned about something. You can feel it moment by moment within
yourself for it changes moment by moment as you choose anew.
But in the days to come you will see energy patterns. You will see vibrational
changes that will be received and interpreted even by the physical senses for a time, a
time interval, so that you will know, those of you interested in healing. You will see the
body and you will see what area of the body, the different areas giving off different
color and you will see the chakras as they are called, the seven main ones, yes, the major ones, but the others. All of the other points of light within the form you will be
able to read the various areas of the body and see which ones need a bit of upliftment,
balancing.
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Those of you who are interested in healing already you can sense with the hands
the energy patterns of the body. You have played with this. You have gone over a body
and you have been able to sense this area, this chakra is open. There is much of energy
that is happening in this area. But you go down farther on the body and you feel the
heaviness here. There is a constriction and so you have worked with healing methods.
Already you can feel that with the sensitivity receptors in the palms of the hands, in
those chakras you feel other’s energy and you have worked with that. But you will come
to the place where you will see that even with the physical eyes.
Now the holy Child having created and wanting to experience creation, the form,
became immersed in the form. And through what you would see as an evolvement, a development of identification with form there has come by design, a setting aside of the
remembrance of the Light that activates the form. It has been called the fall from
grace. It has been called a sin. But it has not been a sin in the term of it has been a
mistake. It has not been a sin as a mistake.
It has been by design, for you desired to know physicality intimately. You desired
to know how it feels to be the creation you have created. And as you identified more
and more closely with the form, there came about fear, because form can change. Your
Reality — with a capital “R” — the energy of Light, the creative energy from the one
Source, your Reality does not change. But form changes. You change it all the time. You
change the hair style. You change the way you dress. You change even your physical size
from time to time. You allow it to expand and then you do a “di-et” and you take it in.
You play with the form. You change it.
Fear, all fear arises from the identification with form for it is form that can be
threatened, can be changed, can be altered. And it has cried out to you in many, many
lifetimes to preserve me. I see perhaps a possible threat. Many threats, the form has
said to you. Preserve me. Save me. Watch out. Oh oh, be on guard. You have all heard
those messages. You have heard that message even today at various times where the
form has called out to you to be saved. Take care of me. Take care of me. Preserve me
lest we die.
And you because of the close identification with form, you believed that voice
and out of that voice has come the belief in duality that there could be anything other
than the unlimited Light and Love that you are. It has brought forth the belief in duality which you have then gone about and developed as the creative one that you are,
into a duality of good and bad. Better than, less than. Perfect, imperfect, and you go
about judging everything that you behold within that range of duality. And you have
made because of your creativity, you have made gradations in the polarity, the range of
polarity, the range of duality. Do you see how creative you have become?
And yet it is all based upon identification with form. That is where the belief in
separation was birthed. Now, you are decreeing that you will know oneness, that you
will remember the Light that activates the form. You will remember that you are the
energy, the creative energy that has brought forth all of form and that you can do it in
any moment. You can manifest in any moment for you do.
What you beheld fives minutes ago, one minute ago in your timing, is no longer
here. You have re-manifested moment by moment the reality that you experience. You
feel it to be a constant because you do it in such minuscule gradations. You feel it to be
a constant and yet you are recreating in every moment your reality.
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That is why with a shift in perception all of your world is transformed instantly
and you look upon it with new eyes. All of a sudden the pieces of the jigsaw puzzle
that seemed to be all at odds and ends with each other come together and you say, “Ah
ha, I never saw that before. I never saw it in that way before.” And all of your world is
transformed in that instant and you look with new eyes upon the reality that you are
now experiencing.
Because of a belief in process you hold to a continuum that does not change dramatically for the most part. Now there are times you have had revelations that have
been most dramatic. Even in this lifetime. There are times that you have brought forth
motivation where you have shifted the perception very quickly. Motivation often dealing
with fear of the form such as what are called the natural disasters.
They are natural yes, because you are calling them forth but they are not disasters in the term of a tragedy. They are from the stars, yes, dis-aster. Yes, they are from
the stars because you are calling them. You as the point of Light that you are, you are
calling it forth, but it is not a disaster in the term of tragedy. You are bringing forth
whatever would be the upheaval of our Holy Mother, the Earth as motivation, very quick
motivation for choice.
For everyone who stands upon an area of our Holy Mother, the Earth that is
shaking a bit, has very intense motivation to choose. Whether to abide in fear, to listen
to the voice of form calling out to preserve me, save me. Run. Or to listen to the voice
of Love that says, “I am life. I am the energy that activates the form and no matter if
all of the Holy Mother, our Earth is shaking as jello, I will shake with it and I will be
okay.”
In lifetimes you have done that. You have been amidst the shaking of our Holy
Mother, the Earth and you have done a grand dance. And miraculously, the form has remained. You have come through what you would see as the volcanic eruption with the
form because you knew yourself to be the life that activates the form and in that moment of grand motivation you choose to stand in the knowingness of oneness and in the
next instant to bring forth the form in your reality again unharmed.
You have forgotten that a bit. But even as I speak of that in this evening there is
a relatedness, there is a resonance within you, an understanding. Perhaps you sit and
you say, “Well, I don’t know how to do that now in this lifetime but I can kind of understand how maybe someone, a great master perhaps, could do that.” For I will share with
you if you will receive it, all of you are grand masters and you have done exactly what I
have described. That is why there is a relatedness within you. There is a program, a
computer program within there somewhere that says, “Yes, I understand that. I speak
that language.”
In the days to come you are going to know that with more and more remembrance. More and more conviction. More and more remembrance. That is why I speak of
these things with you to tickle the remembrance. To allow you to play with ideas that
are exciting. Exciting why? Because they expand the image of who you have thought
yourself to be. That is why you have brought forth the belief in reincarnation.
Know you that the one is always experiencing and expressing. But within this
point of belief there are ones of you who find it beneficial to know reincarnation and it
allows you to reconnect with all of the parts as you would feel yourself to be, aspects
of yourself, to claim them. To say, “Yes, I have been king so and so, queen so and so. I
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have been the slave. I have been the great beauty. I have been the leper. I have been
the outcast. I have been the scholar who wrote the grand scriptures and the classics
and I have come back as the student to study my own work.” Yes, you have done that.
You have written the classics and then come back later to study them and you
have revered the one who wrote those great books of wisdom. You have rediscovered
them and you have said, “What a grand wisdom wrote this.”
So you connect, you collect all of the aspects of your expression very much as
you would see the facets on a gemstone. And you collect all of those aspects until you
come to the place of knowing, remembering that you are the one gemstone. Yes, you
have experienced as many of the facets and you have enjoyed it. But beyond that, and
beyond that, you are the gemstone of Light itself.
Creating the new dream. That is what you are about. You are bringing forth even
what you would call your science fiction to live it upon this plane.
To go into ideas, concepts, unlimitedness that perhaps you haven’t touched upon
for a long long time and to say to yourself, “What would I do if all of the restrictions
of time and space and physicality and society and culture and peers and parents and
relationships and employers, et cetera, if all of those restriction were dissolved, laid
down for a day, a week. Even two weeks if I get lucky. What would I do? Who would I
be? Would I fly? Yes I would fly as the Light being that I am. I would go beyond space
and time. I would create a beautiful world. I would see the Light that activates all of
the form that is upon our Holy Mother, the Earth. I would know myself to be one with
all of the life processes of the trees, of the flowers, of the flowing water. I would
know myself to be the flowing water.”
You are in the midst now of playing with those unlimited ideas and in that you allow yourself to remember Home. To awaken. That is the purpose of creating the new
dream. Allowing yourself to reconnect with what you have felt to be Heaven that would
be afar off, far removed from you.
Many lifetimes perhaps or at least a place that you would have to lay down the
body first before you would be able to have admittance. But then creative Child that
you are you have said, “Perhaps I do not have to lay down the body in order to know
Heaven. Perhaps I can know the joy of holiness even in this point of expression. Even
with the form. Perhaps all of the aches, the pains, the constrictions, the parts of the
body that perhaps do not work just as flexibly as I would like them to work. Perhaps I
can transform all of that.” And you can and you will.
For as you come into manifesting the joy which is your true nature, the joy of
the holy Child, the constrictions that you have held within the body dissolve. They are
as a no thing. They are not even remembered.
You have experienced this in a time when perhaps you had a certain, oh we will
call it a muscle pull. Perhaps you had a tennis elbow. Okay, we will call it a tennis elbow and it has given you some pain. And you have done some remedies with the elbow
and it has gotten better and perhaps a day has gone by and you haven’t even thought
of it all of a sudden you say, “Well hey. I never even thought about that today. You
know it’s feeling good.”
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It will be the same with all of the constrictions that you carry now as baggage
within the body. They will dissolve into nothingness. Into the nothingness that they are
and you will not even miss them for a time for you will be so light-hearted, so joyous
and so caught up in getting on with the next piece of joy that you will not even have
time to remember whatever that felt like.
For all of the constrictions that you carry within the body are as baggage born
of limited self-image. Of image that does not know its own freedom and does not know
its own totality of Love. And how do you reach that? Through laughter. Through joy.
Through the freedom of abiding as the holy Child. Of remembering in each moment as
the message of constriction will come up for it has been your servant. You have asked it
to be on your stage. But as it comes up and it speaks to you, the script that you have
given it, you thank it first of all for being upon your stage and serving you and then you
love it. You embrace it. You say, “Thank you for being in my play.” And then you go on
play with it. You go on to say, “I can see happiness in this.”
Now sometimes there will be a bit of a challenge that will come and it will abide
a bit longer than some other challenges. There are some challenges as you call them
that come up and pretty soon you can see the wholeness of it. You can look for the silver lining, as it is called. You can look for the blessing, the treasure that is in it and it
will reveal itself unto you fairly quickly.
Other aspects, other constrictions because you have asked them to be in your
script, your life image many, many times will abide with you a bit longer and yet the
principle is the same. It is the principle first of all to own it. To know that you are the
one who has called it forth. To know that you are the creator and not to judge the creation. For that puts you more in a place of constriction. More in a place of heaping guilt
on the shoulders and say, “I don’t know why I was so dumb but I brought this forth. I
sure am the dumbest person who has ever walked this earth.” And you are not. You are
creative.
Whatever you bring forth, you bring it forth to serve you, to show you your
grand creativity. That is why you bring forth even what is known as the tragedies, as
the diseases, as the negative — however you are going to label them — in your life. You
bring them forth in order to know your creativity. First in bringing them into your experience and secondly most of all, to be able to abide with them in flexibility. Grand secret in flexibility and yet it is not hidden from you, and to see that if you are creative
enough to bring forth that experience, the wisdom to understand it and see it in wholeness is not withheld from you either.
In other words, if you are creative enough to bring forth a certain situation you
are also creative enough to understand it, to love it, to know its holiness, to bless it, to
embrace it and to say, “Yes, thank you for being here with me.” And to know that you
are holy, and that it is the form always that calls out in fear.
You are dynamic, unlimited energy. You are what you would call a miracle. You are
a grand miracle. Even what you do in this evening is a miracle for you bring forth from
the totality of all that you are, you bring forth the consciousness into a specific point
of focus known as this time, this room, this form that you express with, this personality
that you identify yourself with and you focus so beautifully that you do that through
the almost absolute — not quite — exclusion of understanding all of the rest of your
Self.
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It is a grand thing that you do. It is not a sin. It is not a lack or a failing. Many
in your world would say that you have sinned and fallen short of the mark. That you
are unworthy to ever know the Kingdom and that you will have to spend many lifetimes
in specific ritual. You have to choose the right religious organization first of all.
{Laughter}
And then you will have to come up through the ranks and do everything that is
dictated to you and then perhaps if you are lucky enough, you might be worthy enough
to speak unto God. Well if you will receive it, you are speaking unto God in every moment as you speak to each other and as you have the inner dialogue with the holy
Child. You are speaking to God.
You have all gone through the experience of coming up through the ranks of the
various religious organizations. You have been the lowly acolyte that’s revered the
grandfathers and not always the fathers. The priestesses as well for you have known
cultures where the feminine was revered. Where the feminine brought forth the form.
You find yourself in a point of focus now where the masculine is held to be of
more importance and yet even that you are changing. You are asking to know the balance and the wholeness so there has been what you have seen as the feminist movement, the desire for equality, equal rights, to bring about within your remembrance the
wholeness of the totality of the holy Child. Masculine and feminine.
You are coming to a place within yourself of balancing what has been labeled the
masculine qualities and the feminine qualities in order to know wholeness, totality.
Creating the new dream. That is what you are about. You bring that forth from
desire. You bring that forth with an intensity of desire through your intention known
sometimes in this world as the word that starts with a “C”, the “C” word: Commitment.
You have heard that word. You have also heard many speak against the “C” word. “Heavens, how could I be committed. I do not want a committed relationship. I do not want
commitment. I would restrict me.” You have heard that, you have said that yourself from
time to time. And yet that has been a limited view, a limited understanding.
You bring forth all of manifestation through desire, through intensity of intention,
through commitment, through allowance, through setting it all in motion and then allowing within the belief in process, allowing that process to unfold and you surrender to
the knowing that what you have desired to manifest is already manifest.
What you have envisioned, the desire of your heart, truly will manifest. It cannot
help but manifest. The true desire of your heart is manifest in every moment. Allow
yourself to abide in the love of the heart, in the joy of the heart, in the exhilaration
and the excitement of knowing unlimitedness. In playing with unlimited concepts, what
can be.
All of you so gathered in this room are here because you have chosen to be here.
It is not by accident that any of you find yourself so gathered in this room. Many of
you wondered why you would make trek to this place. Many of you wondered if you
would be part of this group and yet there was a calling deep within. A calling that you
played with from time to time and said, “Well, it’s a long ways to go, it’s a lot of money,
so out of effort I have a lot of other things on my schedule. I don’t know if I can quite
fit it in. Is it worth it?” And then you listened to the still small voice, the inner calling
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and you knew that there was a reason that you were to be in this gathering in this
evening.
All of you hold within you a shared vision. Something that you desire to see manifest upon this plane, to bring it into realization. It is already manifest within your heart,
within what beloved Elder has called ideation, within the idea, within the vision. It is already manifest upon that plane.
But now you are desirous to bring it into this reality of experience within the final stages of the dream. To create a new dream upon this plane that allows you to
awaken and allows the brothers and sisters to see that there can be another way to
experience and to express. Another way to remember wholeness, holiness and to come
Home.
You desire to bring forth a bit of Heaven upon earth and yet you cannot bring
forth a bit, you will bring forth all of Heaven within a point of focus. There will be the
establishment of a work that all of you will have part in. All of you have interests, expertise in various areas. You have been called to be in this gathering for a specific
work.
Now have you been called by me? Have you been called by other masters? Yes,
but you have been called by yourself for there is no separation even though in this
point of focus you would see and label entities, individual expressions of energy known
as entities. You would see them as individuations. And yet the master who has called you
into this gathering this evening is your Self because there is a work that you desire to
participate in and it is time.
We will pass around a pad of paper and a pen and I would ask you to write your
name and your area of interest and expertise and your phone number upon this page of
paper and we will circulate it. Put down what has been the area where you have gained
the golden coins. In other words what you would call your professional area, your area
of training and then also list the areas — for there may be more than one — of interest
where you desire to serve the Father, where the heart comes alive.
In other words, put down on the piece of paper — this will take some time interval here, we have much of time for you are bringing forth time in every moment. But as
you see the areas of expertise, of training that all of you have honed in this lifetime
and as you behold the areas of interest where you would truly love to serve and come
alive, you will see from that a grand gestalt, a whole that is much more than the sum of
the parts.
For you have felt as you gathered last evening and this evening that you were all
strangers one unto another, acquaintances perhaps, but that you were not related by
anything deeper than that. And yet the reason that you are here in this evening is because there is a desire of your heart to be of service in the new dream, in creating the
new dream.
So allow yourself to write. Do not judge. Do not judge what you write. No one is
going to say that one’s writing is of more value than another’s. What we are interested
in here is the gestalt that will come forth from it. So allow yourself to write what you
know, you know your name or your phone number.
{Laughter & comments}
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Well you will ask of one if she will allow you to know.
What you write here is not what you would see as something that is fixed in concrete either. It is to get the unlimitedness of your thinking going. To allow you to come
into contact with what you already have in your house. In other words, what you have
within your consciousness. And out of that you will create. It is a grand miracle that
you are bringing forth, that you are birthing. For you desire to create Heaven upon
earth.
Address?
No, just phone number at this point. That is so the other brothers and sisters can
get in contact with you. It need not be a complex thing.
Great.
All of you when you received the invitation to come unto a gathering titled: Creating the New Dream. You wondered what is that all about? Some of you at first
thought, “I don’t really have much to do with that.” And yet, it was not I who put this in
front of you. It was you who called it forth because there has been a deep desire to
bring your energy as you see it to be your individual energy and blend it, meld it with
others to bring forth something greater than what you have felt you could do as the
individuated energy, and there is grand power in that.
Now while this is going around, the pad of paper and you are doing a bit of the
beta activity as beloved Elder has spoken of, the beta activity, the brain wave frequency
that says, “Oh, what is my name? Where am I? Who am I? I have to think in numbers.”
I would do with you an exercise of the remembrance of the energy that you are.
A very simple one. I would invite you to take a deep breath. To inhale the golden white
Light that you are. To take it in with a holy breath into the very cells of the body
themselves.
Feel the energy of Light coming into every cell of the body and energizing every
cell. Breathe again a deep breath and make it now an easy breath that is a circular
breath. In other words, you do not breath and then stop and hold it for awhile and then
all of sudden have to breathe again.
Make it a circular flow of the breath, very easy. It does not have to be a breath
with effort and it does not have to be now especially deep. But allow it to be circular,
unending, connected.
Allow yourself to go within and to concentrate on the ease of the breath. Just
the flow of the breath as you take in the Light that you are. Feel it circulating to the
tips of the toes all the way down to the little toe. Wiggle the little toe. Wiggle all of
the toes. Feel the energy of Light in the toes.
Remember to keep the flow of the breath easy in a circular motion, connected.
Easy. Feel the energy of the Light in the ankles. Wiggle the ankles a bit. Allow yourself
to know the energy of Light in the ankles. Allow them to speak to you their thanks for
your focus of attention in this moment for you ankles serve you well. They allow you
flexibility.
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Allow yourself to feel the energy in the knees, to feel the energy of Light in the
knees and to flex them a bit. To move them about. To feel the energy that activates the
knees themselves and to thank them for the flexibility that they allow you in moving.
For they allow you to move about to express with the form.
Feel the energy of the Light in the upper parts of the legs known as the thighs.
Feel the thighs come alive. Feel the buttocks that you sit upon, alive with dynamic energy and thank that part of the body for being there so that you can have a cushion to
sit upon.
So often you just take that part for granted hoping that it will be there to cushion you as you sit down. Or perhaps if you slip upon the ice you hope that that cushion
is going to be there. But thank that part of the area of the body, the cells that are
sometimes forgotten.
Hopefully.
They are part of your servants that serve you well. All of the form serves you
well for it allows you to express the Light that you are. Remember to breathe the circular breath and take the Light energy into the solar plexus. Feel it energizing the cells
of the solar plexus, the area of the sun, the Light, the balancing area of the body. The
part that connects you to our Holy Mother, the Earth, the solar part.
Allow it to come radiantly alive. Feel it. Feel it warm. A lot of the times you try
to ignore that part of the body too, for you try to hold it in for there is a certain image of fashion that says you must hold in that part of the body. You must constrict it,
restrict it. Make it as thin as possible.
Allow it to express. Allow it to be what it is in freedom and take joy in that
beauty. All of the warriors that you have been they never worried about how the solar
plexus looked whether they were holding it in or not. They knew their power came from
this area of the body and they were proud of it. Grand warriors, yes.
Feel the Light that you are taking in, in the breath. Feel it energizing the heart
chakra, the love chakra. The part of you that you are most connected to when you feel
the oneness with another one. And this part, this area known as the heart chakra expands in love.
When you feel at peace and you feel at one with another you allow that part of
the body, that chakra to expand. Even now your scientists can photograph it, can measure it, the energy of that heart chakra, that area.
Breathe love and Light now into the heart chakra. Feel yourself expanding, radiating the Light that you truly are. The beautiful radiant love-light that is so needed on
this plane.
Feel it coming truly, truly alive in the heart chakra and then breathe, remember
to keep it circular, to keep it connected. Do not hold the breath but allow it to be connected and feel it in the throat chakra. Your place of power, of vibration as you allow
the vibration that you are to be put forth, expressed, ex-pressed from the throat
chakra. Feel it opening for many, many lifetimes you have closed down this part of the
form. For you have been in fear to speak.
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You have re-manifested, reinforced the belief that it was not safe to the form to
speak your truth if it differed from another’s truth. And so you have closed down this
part of the body. You have constricted it. Allow yourself now to feel the energy of
aliveness in the throat chakra. See it expanding in golden radiance. In the power of vibration.
Remember the grand times when we spoke with power. When we did not need
what are known as the microphones to amplify the vibration of tone, when we called
from within ourselves the power of vibration and of sound and projected it — as you call
it - projected it over a grand distance because we knew our power. Remember that.
When we did not feel afraid to speak our truth. When we knew the grand power of
oneness, our source of power and we spoke it in freedom.
Again this is coming to be known upon your plane. You do not need to worry in
this lifetime if the form will be asked of you. If ones will come and slice off the head,
or run you through with a broad sword, or crucify you upon a cross. That will not happen in this lifetime.
You have fears, yes, when you come up to another one. Fears of how will this one
accept what I am saying. How will they judge me. That is born of many lifetimes where
the form cried out to be saved and you replayed and replayed and replayed the script
so that you would know every nuance of that script.
Now you know completion with that part of the script. If you will receive it, you
are free in this lifetime to speak your truth. Not only free but you are asked to speak
your truth. It is required of you to speak your truth. For no one comes Home into the
remembrance of the totality of the energy that you are in fear. You cannot claim the totality of your being while still keeping one foot in fear. It does not work that way.
Receive it, that in this lifetime no one is going to ask of you the form. No one is
going to — in your terminology — kill you for speaking your truth. You will re-manifest
opportunities to see where you are abiding with the Truth of your being. In other
words, you will re-manifest times when you will speak unto another one the truth that
I am the holy Child, created of my Father before time began, created as Love and I am
unlimited Love and unlimited Light, and I am here to experience creation and to bring
forth Heaven upon earth.
And the one that you speak those words to may say, “Who does he think he is?”
And it allows you moment for choice. To see if you will again close down and say, “Oh oh,
I’d better be quiet about this.” Or you will say, “It is okay. I allow you your truth, your
image of yourself. That is okay, but for me, this is my truth. This is my image of me and
it brings me great joy to live with this image of who I am. And if you want to try it on
for size, it might feel good. Try on my joy.” And then you walk. You shake the dust of
your sandals and you walk on allowing them their choice. Free choice, each one.
So you will bring up opportunities to see where you are abiding with whether it
is safe to speak your truth or not. You have already experienced that and you have kind
of put the toe in the water, and a little more in the water to see how it feels with certain brothers and sisters. Some you feel you can speak your truth and be right out
there with it and how good that feels. And with others you have said, “Well, there is a
bit of difference in image here, in belief and philosophy, but that is okay.” For after all
of the flowers of the field bloom in their own beauty. There are many varieties. There is
not just one lily, but there are many.
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And so if a brother or a sister desires to express as a certain life expression, a
certain form, a certain flower variety, you allow that. But you say, “For me, I want to
know the radiance of being. I want to be the holy Child in expressing. I want to play. I
want to know Love, to express Love, and that is what it is all about.” And then you do it.
And with that you allow the Light that is radiated through the throat chakra to be increased.
Are you remembering to breath? Breathe beloved ones. Allow it to be easy. Allow
it to be connected. Feel it energizing.
What is known as the crown chakra, feel the Light energy that you are radiating
from the crown chakra. For indeed you are in a grand flow of energy. It has often been
pictured to take in the energy through the crown chakra and this you do as you connect with all of the energy that activates the form. But you also allow a flow of energy
through the crown chakra as well. In other words, it is not just a one way street. There
is much of a flow. You are taking in all of the sea of energy that you are immersed in
and you are allowing it to flow, to be in a dynamic flow. Yes.
A few years ago I had this feeling of the crown chakra opening and it felt
like water just pouring in, but lately I haven’t been able to see any white light. I
have difficulty visualizing my body filling with Light. I have trouble seeing any
Light. Can you tell me what it is?
It is because you are that Light. You are not in a place now of seeing separation,
even the subtly of separation that would ask to know the Light coming in, would ask to
know or to see the Light. You have come beyond that to the place of knowing that you
are the Light. You are in the Light all the time. You are not seeing a separation of it.
Many who come into the remembrance of the Light that you are, that activates
the form, share this feeling of at first, being very exhilarated by feeling the energy of
the crown chakra, the energy all around, and seeing it to be a grand miracle, an exhilarating miracle.
Many will see the Light around as it is outside, as it is visualized, a column of
Light and then there comes a place known as integration. A place where it comes together, and one may say, “Where has the Light gone? I don’t see it out there anymore. I
don’t experience it out there anymore.” You do not because you have come to that place
of integration. Not separation where you would see the Light outside, but the place of
integration.
So do not mourn when you feel that there is not the experience now of the energy, although that may come sometimes as you invite it to be in your experience. But if
it is not there do not mourn it for what it means is, you have taken a step from the belief in separation that would see it happening to you as separate, to the place of knowing that you are one with that Light. You are in it. You are it.
This happens sometimes for you when you have come to a certain state of awareness of remembrance and you have felt communication with me, with masters, with loved
ones, and there has been great joy, exhilaration. “Finally I have made that connection. I
know the communication. Somehow I have found the right telephone number, and I am
able to communicate and to speak with and to receive communication.” And then you
come into a place that you have called a desert, a place where you no longer see me as
outside of you. You call and because of the habitual belief in separation, you call to be
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as outside there and when I answer from within you do not hear because you expect
the answer to be out there. And I have come within as I am always, because you have
invited me to be in that space of your remembrance.
It is the same with the loved ones, it is the same with the other masters that
you have had communication with. If there is a time when you feel that nobody’s home.
“Nobody’s home. I call. I pray. I meditate. I’ve done all of the things that I usually
would do and I feel alone.” Do you know if you take off the two letters of alone what
you are left with is “one”. All one, exactly. That is the derivation, the original source of
the word, “alone”, that is the true meaning. It has been forgotten. It has been misinterpreted.
In times when you feel alone allow yourself to know that is your moment of oneness — “al-one”, for there is no separation and I can never be apart from you. I express
as you as you express as the Christ. I express as you as you allow the Love to come
forth. I express as you, as you connect with the holiness of expression, the wholeness
of expression. Always I am with you. It cannot be otherwise. Always, and there is great
joy is there not? Yes. A great releasement of burdens that have been held, burdens of
separation.
Creating the new dream, that is what this gathering is all about. You are taking
tangible steps, visible steps in the writing down, gaining clarification of what each one of
you has to bring to the whole. When you look upon what has been written you will be
most amazed.
But now would be a good time to take a short break. To allow the bodies to walk
about a bit. To refresh then we will meet again in ten minutes of your timing and we
will continue for there is much to be remembered. Continue with the recording during
this break time. So be it.
{Break}
Beloved one, are you now refreshed.
Yes I am. Thank you very much.
There was a certain energy that was felt, an energy that seemed to be getting a
bit lower into the chairs. So it was necessary to allow it to come up and be revitalized,
bring it alive again. Now you are refreshed, renewed, re-energized.
We are speaking here of energy. That is what you desire now to know in fullness.
In the days to come, this is what you have decreed that you will know palpably, tangibly, visibly, you will feel it within the very emotions. You will feel it with the body, the
form itself and you will see it extended unto all of life forms. You will behold the Light
that activates this beautiful form, all around this form and you will see the Light that
activates this form interpenetrating, intermingling each with one another so that you
will see this whole room filled with the Light that you are, and no longer will the belief
in separation be tenable for even the physical receptors known as the eyes will tell you
that there is no separation.
Even now you can feel the energies of each one. You can pick up, you can feel
the vibrations, but you will see, you will behold the Light that is activating the form
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that you call yours intermingling very much interacting with the one next to you. The
one behind. The one in front and the one that extends out into another room. That far.
You are willing now to know your own power of energy and the dream that you
bring forth is one of knowing no separation. Creating the new dream, bringing forth a
new society based upon that energy. That energy of non-separation and the energy of
Love that you are.
For indeed, you will play with, in the process of this awakening, this unfoldment,
you will play with the truth of non-separation and you will play with inflicting upon another one your energy and you will feel it reverberating and come back to you multiplied. No longer will you be able to hold the belief that you can speak an unloving word
or hold an unloving thought or a judgment about another with impunity.
You think now that you can look upon a brother or a sister and you can judge
them, however subtly, and it will do nothing, it will not affect you at all. You think that
there is a bit of a barricade, a veil around you, an armoring that keeps all of that
within, secret, and you can think in judgment of another one. So you will play with as
all of this unfolds, you will play with the extension of judgment, the extension of the
harsh words, the unloving thoughts and very quickly you will choose anew. Or very
quickly you will see that what you send out seemingly to another one, you send out to
yourself. You are the one who abides in the grand intensity of it and that you cannot
send it out and be rid of it. For it is your energy that is intermingling with the one that
you would judge.
So very quickly there will be a revision of how you choose to act. Where you
choose to come from. You will play a few times with pain and then you will say, “The
heck with this. It doesn’t feel good. I will choose Love instead.” And you will see coming
forth very soon now upon your plane, a society that is based on Love. Unconditional
Love, for it will no longer be found advantageous to abide in constriction and in separation because you will not be able to hold that belief any longer and in constriction.
You very much know the energy that you are and the energy that others are as
they activate the form. The forms that intermingle. You will even come to the place of
knowing that your form will walk through the form of another one’s energy, or through
a wall. That is no grand feat for as you understand yourself to be energy, as you understand all of your creations to be formed from energy that you are, you will understand
that you can pass through what is seemingly a dense wall. What now is beheld as solid
because it is in a different rate of vibration.
You will allow yourself to attune yourself to the vibration of that form if you desire, and you will pass through it. You will also know how to levitate, what is called levitate the form because you will be in such a state of joy, enlightenment, that you will
not need the heaviness known as gravity to hold you upon the Holy Mother.
Walk on water?
Yes, beloved one. Will you do that for me. With you do that with me?
I’m going to do it.
Yes. For indeed as you know yourself to be energy and you know yourself to be
enlightened energy, you will levitate yourself across the water. All of you do this from
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time to time even as you walk upon water known as your small gatherings of water,
your puddles.
{Laughter}
You do not squish all of the water out as you walk through a puddle. As you have
done even in this day you have walked upon the wet stones and you have walked upon
water. And you say, “Oh big deal.” It is not a big deal. It is your belief of what is reality,
what you accept in this point of focus as reality. When you shift your belief as to what
reality is you will walk upon a larger puddle.
{Laughter}
Yes. When I studied with the masters in some of the far countries, part of my
training and understanding that I am not identified as the reality that I bring forth,
part of my training was to see myself as energy, Light energy and to walk on water,
above water. It has been recorded in your Scriptures. And when I started out with my
training they did not throw me into the grand sea. They allowed me to start with what
you would see as the small puddles.
For indeed I had identification with form, with the body the same as you, as a
young lad as growing up in my studies. I knew identification with form. I knew the voice
of form, the voice of separation and the voice of ego. It was a process of remembering
for me studying with others who had already transformed their belief in reality and
passed on to me a new belief, an understanding and remembrance.
But they did not require me first off, to walk across the Red Sea. I was allowed
to start as you have already done, walking on the puddles. Walking on what you would
know as the wading pool, the small pool you have for the little ones. It is all part of
the process of remembrance. Some will choose the demonstration of walking upon the
water knowing that you are the energy that levitates the body, places it wherever it is
in any moment. Others will choose other avenues of remembrance. Avenues of speaking
the truth. That is as much of an avenue of remembrance as what would be seen as
walking upon water. Walking upon the water would be seen as a grand miracle, and yet
for one who has held in her truth for many, many lifetimes, speaking the truth unto another one and feeling free about it is as grand a miracle. It is your catalyst for remembrance.
You will find many coming unto you where you will speak your truth in freedom.
You will be planting, have already planted many seeds. Those seeds in time will grow,
but it is not your responsibility to make those seeds grow. Nay, you cannot even make
them grow. You can only offer them.
But all of the words of truth that you have spoken unto ones who have then
walked away, those seeds will grow in time for the holy Child is one and the holy Child
desires to come Home again. Only the time as it is seen time to be, only the time differs in the choice, the choice of timing. That is all that differs.
So even ones who have come unto you and you have spoken unto them and they
have walked away, you have planted a seed that in time will bear much fruit. For indeed
they have called you forth to speak those very words to them. Never fail to speak
words of truth to another one. For indeed they call you forth in that moment to be
servant unto them, to speak without fear, your truth. That is why you come together.
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That is why there is relationship however brief, even in a momentary meeting in one of
your grand supermarkets, where perhaps you just exchange a smile and a few words
with the one who takes the golden coins. That is relationship even in that moment.
And ones are asking now to know the truth of their being and they call you
forth to share with them the truth that you know. It is a grand gift that you give unto
them and you do not need to fear the giving of that gift.
Some will take the words that you share and there will be an instantaneous, as
you know time to be, resonance. They will say, “Oh yes, I’ve had that feeling. I’ve wondered about that. I read that somewhere.” Others will say, “You are speaking a language
I do not understand.” And yet they have called you to be with them in that moment to
speak the very words that you share with them. So you need not fear to share with another one the joy that you have found, the revelation, the insights, the insights that
come from the inner wisdom, that have come to you along the journey.
For indeed each one who stands before you is asking of you in various ways, “To
share with me your truth.” And you do this whether you speak the words or not. You
share with each one of your brothers and sisters the energy that you are in every moment. You share with them your gospel. Not my gospel. That is not important, but you
share with them your gospel, your good news of what you have found to be joy in your
life. And it allows them to become clearer about their gospel, about what is good in
their life. What allows them catalyst for remembrance.
There will be more and more coming to you in the days to come asking you to
share your truth, your enlightenment with them. Even now you see in your news —
which is not new — the voices calling out for Love. They call out in violence. They call
out in confrontation, because they do not feel worthy to know Love. They feel that they
are beyond lovability, and yet they desire to know the Love that they are. They desire
to have someone look at them straight in the eye and say, “You know, you are playing
your part really well. I love you. I appreciate what you are doing in even your search to
know who you are. I appreciate the unique way you are enacting what you see your role
to be.”
That will give them a moment of pause. Allow them to feel love. For all of the
brothers and sisters who are calling out in such grand intensity, all of them want to
know that they are loved. First of all, that they are loved, that they can be lovable.
And what they are truly asking to know is that they are the Love that they seek. But
first they will ask you to show that in a way that says that they are lovable, that they
can be loved, appreciated, valued. That there is worth in their being.
Many of the brothers and sisters have lost their belief in their own worth. Have
lost hope and yet deep down inside of them there is the still small voice as there is
with you, that calls out to the holy Child to come Home again.
That is what you are going to be facilitating in the work that you have chosen to
do together. Some of you will be most active in that work. Others of you will be active
in a more indirect manner. In other words, you will be telling others of the work that is
going on in this location. Some of you will choose to be in this location. Some of you, all
of a sudden you will hear an inner voice that will tell you to pack up the belongings
and to move the stuff to another location. Others of you will serve from a distance as
you see at a distance to be.
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But all you are here for a collective shared purpose, to bring forth a place of
love in this reality where ones can come and reconnect with the Love that they are. To
reconnect in remembrance for they will feel the vibration of acceptance, total acceptance, unconditional appreciation of their worth.
Now you will find different avenues to speak this message of worth to the brothers and sisters. There will be various avenues, methodologies of healing, methodologies
of studying that will bring one to the understanding and remembrance of holiness,
wholeness. Many different avenues that you have already begun to research, to play
with. That is why we are having the great tome of a list prepared in this evening, so
that you can see what you have as a whole to offer to the brothers and sisters.
It will be place of great healing, yes. For ones will reconnect with the holiness,
the wholeness that the Child is and always has been. It will be a sacred place where
the holiness is known and remembered. It will be a place of great peace, of tranquility.
A place of dynamic joy. A place of great beauty. For the soul cries out to know beauty
of creation, to be surrounded, immersed in beauty. In the colors of Light and the sound
of Light.
All of the avenues that you have been drawn to, avenues of interest, things that
have peaked the interest and you have said, “I will attend that workshop. I will go
there. I will study. I will look at that book. I will play with that idea. I will talk to that
person who is an expert in that field because I’m interested. I want to know about that.
I want to know more about healing properties, substances known as nutrition. Substances that will allow others to know the wholeness of the body.”
Many of you have been interested, drawn to areas such as that. All of you have
areas of interest. What you are bringing now into conscious awareness is a gestalt that
is more than the sum of the individual parts as you see your individualities to be. And
yet it is a shared vision.
You are birthing an entity, an energy that already has a life. A life given to it by
your vision. By what you have seen to be the possibility of Heaven upon earth. It starts
first with the entertainment of the idea that there could be a possibility and as you
play with that idea of possibility, it becomes a probability and as you play with that
probability it becomes a reality.
That is what you are birthing. In this evening, in this gathering and yet it has
started even before you brought the forms together in this location.
You will serve in different ways. You will not compare your service to another. In
other words, you need not say, “Well that one is most active, therefore they are worthy,
more worthy than I.” For each has a part to play and as the chain is no stronger than
each individual link, you will see that each one plays an integral part, a very important
part in the work which will not be a work of effort, it will be a work of joy. It will be
a work that you will say, “The time has come for the birthing of this dream, this vision
upon earth.”
We will speak more of this on your morrow. There has been enough said this
evening that has allowed the heart to come alive with excitement, that has allowed the
mind to question and to say, “How could this be?” All of the questions of the mind. The
mind will be very busy, but the heart knows.
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Allow yourself on the morrow during your free time and yet is not all time free?
Allow yourself on the morrow to speak with others of the group, to peruse the listing
of what there is to offer. To play with, not with the “shoulds” of what image should be,
but to allow it to suggest itself to you. Play with ideas. Do not say, “Oh, I have a vision
that it is going to be such and such and such, and this is how it is.” But allow yourself
to put that aside for a moment and to look anew at aspects and to see how those aspects form a new gestalt, and do not limit it. Play with it. That is all that is asked of you
in this time.
On the morrow in your evening we will meet again and we will discuss this further. For indeed in your timing you will have dreams, the nighttime dreams. You will
have the daytime dreams, the daydreams, you will have the questions. There will be
much to discuss. You will be most active and yet as there is activity of the mind allow it
to be balanced with the wisdom of the heart.
Know that what is taking form has a life, an energy that is more than the sum of
the individual parts, and yet it is birthed from what you would see as the individual
parts. A grand mystery, and yet it is no mystery. It is not hidden from you. It is a work,
if you will receive it, that you have done in other times. It is not foreign to you.
Go this evening in your timing with great joy in your heart. Go with an exhilaration, an excitement that says, “Perhaps some of the limitations I have known to be reality” — with a small “r” —"Perhaps those limitations no longer bind me." Sleep upon it.
Dream, envision it, play with it, and most of all, allow the holy Child to express in love
and joy.
So be it.

